Case study

Do iT Lean builds new mobile app that
streamlines BRI Security’s reporting for
guards, back-ofFIce and clients
OutSystems low-code platform and Do iT Lean services allowed BRI Security - with very limited IT staﬀ - to launch a
new ﬁeld services application that currently is used by 1500 security oﬃcers, with the goal of expanding to 4500
across Australia to do time and attendance, incident reporting and occurrence management through mobile devices.
Besides automate these critical processes, the new app empowers BRI Security to oﬀer data-driven services,
customize operations, increase customer satisfaction and diﬀerentiate themselves in a very competitive market.
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The Problem

Solution





Processing the volume of handwritten reports produced by
BRI’s ﬁeld operatives was becoming impossible. It was prone
to errors and time consuming, making improving performance
- and optimizing service delivery- a genuine struggle
• BRI was on a mission of bringing more value to its clients and
urgently needed to digitally transform their operations
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3 months to go live (up to 5x
faster than a traditional
development approach,
especially due to the integration
challenges and oﬄine need)
 4 developers
 4500+ users

BOSS, an operational support system developed by Do iT
Lean, along with its partner Phoenix Services, using the
OutSystems low-code platform
 The solution includes: Customer Portal, Mobile Time and
Attendance, Mobile Incident Reporting, Mobile Occurrence
Management, Operations Portal and Reporting

Improved customer service, operational transparency, productivity and security outcomes
• Increased new business, digital transformation of security solutions, automation and operational eﬃciencies, and
fulﬁlment of contractual obligations
• Field security oﬃcers can now easily, rapidly and automatically receive job information and perform from their mobile
phones time and attendance activities, welfare and occurrences recording for the various sites they are patrolling
• Instant and full access to ﬁeld security oﬃcers’ activities, oﬀers BRI more opportunities for improvement and
added return on investment
• Through the customer portal, BRIS’s clients can monitor the activity of their contracted staﬀ in real-time through
geolocation, push notiﬁcations, and multiple data visualizations.

The Challenge

Business Risks International Pty Limited (BRI Security) is a
specialist corporate risk management and security services
organization headquartered in Australia. With the business growing
and the plans to expand to larger enterprises, BRI Security needed to
digitally transform its operations and automate the full lifecycle of rostering to
invoicing. The manual reporting and manual processes to capture incidents, occurrences,
and time and attendance of security oﬃcers were ineﬃcient, prone to errors, time consuming, and
essentially were blocking BRI’s business boost.
“Security guards need to record a wealth of data in the ﬁeld, from the incidents they’ve witnessed to the breaks they’ve
taken. But manually processing their paper reports can lead to errors and takes too much time, making improving
performance - and optimizing service delivery - a genuine struggle”, explains Ying Loong Lee, Technology Director at BRI
Security.
BRI Security’s resources and those of its biggest client were operating at capacity simply to process the paper reports its
guards were creating. Going mobile and automating was the natural solution, but with no developers in-house, BRI Security
was dependent on rigid, subscription-based IT. The purpose-built, customized app it needed seemed out of reach.

The Solution

To improve customer service, operational transparency, productivity and security outcomes, BRI Security started a quest to
ﬁnd a solution to the company’s app gap. The OutSystems low-code platform was recommended by its peers and Do iT Lean,
along with its local partner Phoenix Services, was selected to making BRI’s vision of an app a reality, seeking feedback from
its biggest client throughout the early days of development.
In just three months, the full version of the BRI Operational Support System, or BOSS, went live, one month ahead of
schedule. “What was appealing to me was the degree to which we could quickly customize the app to meet our client’s
speciﬁc requirements,” refers Ying Loong.
According to Phoenix Services and Do iT Lean’s experience, a traditional development approach would have taken three to
ﬁve times longer due to the app’s particular oﬄine operation requirements and integration demands, which included
rostering systems and Google Maps.

Security guards need to record a wealth of data
in the ﬁeld, from the incidents they’ve
witnessed to the breaks they’ve taken. But
manually processing their paper reports can
lead to errors and takes too much time, making
improving performance - and optimizing service
delivery - a genuine struggle.
Ying Loong Lee
Technology Director, BRI Security

The way OutSystems visualizes
development and Do iT Lean
supports us are very much in line
with our own ethos of delivering
fast, customizable solutions. Every
client is diﬀerent. And now we can
meet their individual needs.

With BOSS, BRI Security’s ﬁeld operatives can receive
job information, record observations, attach pictures, log
their breaks, do ‘welfare checks’, and more - all on their
mobile devices. BOSS also automatically compiles a full report
when each operative completes a shift. The company’s clients
then receive these reports instantly. And what’s more, they can
access the data collected in BOSS from their customer portal,
monitoring the activity of their contracted staﬀ in real-time through
geolocation, push notiﬁcations, and multiple data visualizations.

Ying Loong Lee
Technology Director, BRI Security

Finally, the BOSS operations portal allows BRI Security to view automated,
accurate information from its clients. And with that data, it’s easy for them to
minimize administration and customize their service delivery, optimizing patrol patterns
for a client from one night to the next, for example.
BOSS features for Android, iOS and Desktop devices include:
Oﬄine usage
Geo Analysis of all
events with google
maps

Timesheet reconciliation
Geo-location of every
action of the security
oﬃcer

Auditing of every interaction

Exception management
based on
pre-determined rules

Dynamic form
builder for mobile
devices

Customer portal
Operations
back-oﬃce with
automatic shift logs

The Results

The new Operational Support System, BOSS, allows BRI Security to reposition itself as a provider of customized, ROI-maximizing
security services, where customers eﬀectively beneﬁt from the added services of transparency, automatic reporting (time and
attendance, incidents and occurrences), and uniﬁed experience.
“Do iT Lean and its local partner Phoenix Services understood from the very ﬁrst day our speciﬁc challenges and have always
supported us in leveraging the power of the OutSystems platform to deliver a solution that is exactly what we aspired. Their
availability, skills, responsiveness and commitment were decisive for the success of this project and are the basis for future
collaborations. Thanks to our close partnership, our business is stronger, our clients are happier, and our team is more
motivated and productive than ever,” sustains Ying Loong.
After deepening BRI’s relationship with its largest client, BRI Security has rolled out BOSS
to more companies, and now the app is widely delivering:
• Error reduction by design: Minimizing data entry errors and automatically
picking up exceptions
• Lower costs: Eliminating handwritten forms and saving the equivalent
of four full-time roles for BRI Security alone
• Valuable transparency: allowing managers from BRI Security
and its clients to collaborate on the same current data to
improve service eﬃciency and performance
With SNP Security acquisition, BRI began the process of
integrating and expanding its BOSS user base from 1,500 to
over 4,500. “The way OutSystems visualizes development and
Do iT Lean supports us are very much in line with our own ethos of
delivering fast, customizable solutions. Every client is diﬀerent. And
now we can meet their individual needs”. Concludes Ying Loong.
The BOSS app won the OutSystems “User Experience” Innovation Award.

Do iT Lean and its local partner Phoenix Services understood
from the very ﬁrst day our speciﬁc challenges and have always
supported us in leveraging the power of the OutSystems
platform to deliver a solution that is exactly what we aspired.
Their availability, skills, responsiveness and commitment were
decisive for the success of this project and are the basis for
future collaborations. Thanks to our close partnership, our
business is stronger, our clients are happier, and our team is
more motivated and productive than ever.
Ying Loong Lee
Technology Director, BRI Security

About Do iT Lean

Founded in 2009, Do iT Lean is an Elite OutSystems Partner focused on developing OutSystems mobile and
web apps that the business can lean on. It’s also expert in using OutSystems in complex environments and
large infrastructures, where it excels in architecture and systems integration. Do iT Lean’s team has
extensive international experience delivering projects for markets like the US, Canada, Honk Kong,
Australia, UK and The Netherlands.
More info at www.doitlean.com

About BRI Security

Business Risks International Pty Limited (BRI Security) is a specialist corporate risk management and
security services organization that provides unique, independent and comprehensive holistic security and
safety services to Australian and International businesses, organizations and corporations. Services include:
Protective Security / Security Guarding, Event Security Services, Security Consultancy & Risk Management,
Business Continuity Management, Crisis & Emergency Management, Investigations & Surveillance,
International Security Operations, Safety/Security Audits & Compliance, Training & eLearning.
More info at www.businessrisksinternational.com.au

What can you your company achieve with low-code?
Share your speciFIc challenges with us and discover.
Lean on us as your OutSystems Partner.
www.doitlean.com | info@doitlean.com

